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LOCALLY TRIVIAL Cr GROUPOIDS AND THEIR
REPRESENTATIONS

JOEL J. WESTMAN

We develop a theory of representations of a locally trivial
Cr groupoid, Z, on a Cr fiber bundle, E (with fiber Y, Lie
group G, and base space M — the set of units of Z).

A covariant functor, A, is defined, sending E into a locally
trivial Cr groupoid A(E) = the groupoid of admissible maps
between fibers of E, with a natural Cr structure. A Cr bundle
map h:E~-^E/ is sent into a Cr isomorphism A(h):A(E)—>
A(Ef). Properties of the functor A are studied.

A Cr representation of Z on E is defined as a Cr homo-
morphism p: Z~>A(E). Let Zee be the group of elements in
Z with e as the left and right unit. We obtain the important
result that a Cr homomorphism ρe: Zββ-*A(Ee) has an (essentially)
unique extension to a O representation of Z on a Cr fiber
bundle Ef, where E' is determined hγ Z and pe. This leads
to interesting applications in differential geometry. The rep-
resentations of Lk, the (locally trivial C°°) groupoid of invertible
&-jets of C03 maps of a C°° manifold, M, into itself, provide
(but are not the same as) natural fiber bundles of order k in
the sense of Nijenhuis.

The correspondence obtained in 4.93 and 4.94 between transitive
Cr representations of Z and closed subgroups of Zee is related to the
classification of geometric objects for Z = Lk and to the classification
of covering spaces for Z — the fundamental groupoid.

In § 5 we discuss some examples-the universal covering groupoid
of Z, and the fundamental groupoid.

Locally trivial Cr groupoids are as defined in |2], except that we
deal only with sets in the usual sense, and our groupoids are always
transitive, i.e. groupoids in the sense of Brandt. We find it useful
to introduce the notion of a Cr coordinate groupoid in § 2, and show
that locally trivial Cr groupoids arise from Cr coordinate groupoids like
fiber bundles arise from coordinate bundles.

In § 1 we give a definition for a groupoid which is somewhat
more elaborate than the usual one7 but it introduces the notation used
throughout the paper and it includes some essential properties of
groupoids.

1. A groupoid, Z over M (in the sense of Brandt), consists of
the following:

1.1. A set, Z, with a distinguished subset, M, called the set of
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units in Z.
lβ2β A map I x r: Z —* M x M, mapping Z onto M x M. We

introduce the following notation: Zqp = (I x r)"" 1 ^, p) and ZB =
(ί x r)-\B) for JB £ Λf x Λf. The subscripts on # g p e Z mean that
I x r(0ff3,) — (q, p) = (Ze/ί m i of <Pff3), rifirλi w ί of Φqp). We require
that I x r(g) = (#, q) for qe M, and will sometimes write l w for g.

1.3. A law of composition, (•): D—+Z, where D — (I x r x i x
r)~ι(M x J x If) £ Z x Z, and J is the diagonal in M x M, satisfying
the following conditions:

1.31. ¥rq ΦqpeZrp.
1.32. (associative law) Λsr-{Ψrqoφqp) = (Λsro¥rq)oφqp.
1.33. (units and inverse) For ΦqpeZ, Φqp = Φqpolpp = lOTo(Pff2>, and

there exists an element ((P^)""1 e Z p g such that # g p o {Φ^Y1 = 1M and

) ^gp

1.4. DEFINITION. A function p:Z—>Zf (where Zr is also a
groupoid) is called a homomorphism if and only if

1.41. |0(M) S -M"' = units of Z'. We will write ô for the re-
striction £ \M; M~+ M\

1.42. The following diagram commutes

zr

I X r xr'

M x M >M' x M'
pX p

1.48. From 1.42, p x ρ(D) £ Dr. We require that

D

commute.
We establish the following notation.
1.45, Unless otherwise indicated, the r in Cr may be any integer

Ξ l̂, or co? or ft) (for the analytic case), but is fixed throughout the
discussion.

A Cr coordinate bundle, E consists of a Lie group G (the group
of E) acting effectively on a Cr manifold Y (the fiber of E), so that
the evaluation map G x Γ ^ Γ i s a C r map, and a projection π: E—>M
sending the total space of E (also called E) onto the Cr manifold M
(the base space of E), and an indexed set of coordinate functions
φf. Vj x Y-*EVj — π~~\V3) as in [9, pp. 7 and 8], with the transition
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functions giΊ: Vi ί l F ^ G required to be Cr maps. Then a canonical
Cr manifold structure is defined for the total space E, using the Cr

structures of M and Y and the coordinate functions, so that π and
the coordinate functions are Cr maps. Cr fiber bundles are then
defined in terms of Cr coordinate bundles, as in [9, Ch. I]. We use
E and E' to denote Cr fiber bundles with group G, fiber F, base
space M, and total spaces E and Ef respectively.

For a function h: E—>E' we assume h(Ep) = E'p, that hp = h\Ep

is bijective, and that hp and h'1 are both Cr maps. Cr admissible
maps and Cr bundle maps are as defined in [9], replacing the topological
requirements by the appropriate Cr requirements. We do not always
require that h be admissible, or even a Cr map, in this paper.

Given a Cr fiber bundle E, we form the set of maps

1.5 P(E) = {ΦqQ: Y—>Eq\qeM and Φq0 is an admissible map} ,

and will regard P(E) as the associated principal bundle of E.
Consider the set of maps

1 6 ME) - {Φqp: Ep->Eq\(q,p)eMx M

and Φqp is an admissible map} .

Then A(E) has a natural groupoid structure over M, with I x r(Φqp) ~
(q, p) and the composition defined as the composition of maps.

2. The study of locally trivial Cr groupoids is simplified by
consideration of Cr coordinate groupoids. A Cr coordinate groupoid
(Z, Σe) over M, consists of the following:

2.1. A groupoid, Z (over M), and a Cr manifold structure for M.
2.2. A distinguished point ee M and a Lie group structure for

the group Zee.
2.3. A set of functions Σe = {a: Ua -»ZUaXβ} Ua is open in M

and loa — identity map, satisfying
2.31. L U , Ua = M.
2.32. For a and βeΣe, the map

gaβ: UaΠUβ^ Zee gaβ(q) - (aft))-1. β(q) ,

is a Cr map.

Given a Cr coordinate groupoid (Z, Σe) we obtain a canonical Cr

fiber bundle structure for Z.
For a and /Sel,, the map

2.4 C α β : C / α x ^ e e x E ^ ^ Z ^ x ^

is defined by Caβ(q, Φ, p) = a(q) o φ o (β(p))-\
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2.5. THEOREM. A Cr coordinate groupoid, (Z, Σe) may be re-
garded as a Cr coordinate bundle over M x M, with projection
I x r: Z~-+ M x M, fiber Zee, and group Zee x Zee acting on Zee by
left and right composition, i.e. {Φ,Ψ)Γ = Φ Γ Ψ"1, and coordinate
functions Caβ as given in 2.4.

Proof. For 7 and δeΣe, we obtain

Cy5(q, Φ, p) = Caβ(q, gay(q)'Φ (gβ?>(P))~\ P)

for qe Ua Π Uy and pe Uβ Π Us. By 2.32, the transition functions
are Cr maps.

A canonical Cr structure for Z is obtained via the Caβ coordinate
functions from the Cr structures of Zee and M. With this Cr structure
Z becomes a (LT) locally trivial Cr groupoid in the sense of Ehresman
[1 and 2], as we show in the next theorem.

2.6. THEOREM. Using the canonical Cr structure for Z (as
determined from Σe) the composition (*):D—>Z and inverse ( — 1):Z-^Z
are Cr maps. The function (g, p) —> cc{q) * {β{p))~\ for a,βeΣe is a
Cr local section in I x r: Z—>M x M.

Proof. The result that (•) and ( — 1) are Cr maps follows from
the corresponding properties of the Lie group Zee, using the Caβ maps.

Conversely, given a LTCr groupoid Z over M and a point eeM,
we obtain a Cr coordinate groupoid (Z, Σe). We define

2.7. Σe — the set of local Cr sections in I: ZMXe~+M, regarding
ZMXe as a closed submanifold in Z. Zee has a natural Lie group
structure (see [5]). Then Σe satisfies 2.31 by the locally trivial
condition on Z and satisfies 2.32 by the Cr condition on composition
and inverse. Accordingly (Z, Σe) forms a Cr coordinate groupoid, and
the canonical Cr structure for Z obtained via the Caβ maps is the
same as the original Cr structure for Z.

If Z' is a subgroupoid of Z with the same set of units, and Zr

is also a Cr submanifold of Z, then Zf is a locally trivial Cr groupoid.
We establish the following notation.
2.71. p:Z—* Zf will be called a Cr homomorphism, if and only

if Z and Z' are locally trivial Cr groupoids and p is a homomorphism
as in (1.4), and p is also a Cr map. p will be called a Cr isomorphism
if and only if p is a bijective Cr homomorphism, and p: M —> M' is
the identity map. As a consequence of (4.1), p is a Cr isomorphism
implies p"1 is also a Cr isomorphism.

3* We obtain a natural Cr coordinate groupoid structure for
A(E) (defined in 1.6), making A{E) a LTCr groupoid.
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3.1. CONSTRUCTION. The Lie group structure for Aee(E) is
obtained via the isomorphism /: G —» Aee(E) induced by an admissible
map ί: Y —> Ee. Σe is defined as the set of maps {φ x %} where
φ: V x Y—> Ev is a coordinate function for E, i\ Y-+Ee is an ad-
missible map, and φ x i: U —> A(E)UXe is given by (φ x i)(q) —

Φ(Q, i~\ )).

3.2. REMARKS. A may be regarded as a convariant functor
sending7" a C? fiber bundle E into LTCr groupoid A(E), and sending a
Cr bundle map h:E—*E' into a Cr isomorphism A(h): A(E) —> A(E');
A(h)(Φqp) — hqoφqpoh~\ We summarize some properties of the functor
A below.

3.21. If E = £"', except that the group G" of E" is a Lie
subgroup of G, then the identity map h: E" —> E defines the inclusion
A(h): A(E") s A(E) of A ^ " ) as a LΓCr subgroupoid of A(JE?).

3.22. Suppose / : i l ί ' - M i s a Cr map, and f*(E) is the pullback
of E over Λf'. / x / : F x I ' - > I x i l ί defines a pullback (/ x f)*A(E)
which is then a LTCr groupoid over M'. There is a natural Cr

isomorphism A(/*(£τ)) = (/ x /)*(A(£T)). In particular, if iV is a
submanifold of M, the inclusion fe: EN £ S defines the inclusion

Given a locally trivial Cr groupoid, Z, and a Lie group isomorphism
/: G —> Zee, we obtain a Cr principal G bundle, Zjr by the following.

3.4. CONSTRUCTION. For ae Σe (as in 2.7), we define ax I: Uax
G-+Z^xe by α x I{q,Φ) = a(q)Ί(Φ). Let Z7 denote the Cr fiber
bundle with projection i, total space Zf — ̂ X e , group G acting on G
by left composition, and coordinate functions a x J.

The following theorem is easily verified.

3.5. THEOREM. Left composition by ΦgpeZ is an admissible
map L(Φqv):{ZI)p—^(ZI)qi and L: Z —> A(Zj) is a Cr isomorphism.

It is interesting to note that the principal bundles obtained for
different choices of the isomorphism, I, may not be fiber bundle
equivalent (see 4.41).

3.51. THEOREM. Suppose the admissible map i: Y—*Ee induces
the isomorphism I:G—> Aee(E). Then there is a natural Cr bundle
map (right composition by i) R^ AΣ(E) —> P(E).

4. A homomorphism p; Z—+Z' induces a locally trivial Cr structure
in Zf under certain conditions. This idea is made precise in the
following theorem.
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4.1. THEOREM. Let Z and Zf be two groupoίds with the same
set of units, M. Suppose Z is an LTCr groupoid and that Zr

ee is a
Lie group. If p: Z —+ Zf is a homomorphism satisfying

4.11. p: M —+ M is the identity map
4.12. p \Zee: Zee —-> Z[e is a Lie group homomorphism then there

is a unique LTCr groupoid structure for Zf such that p is a Cr

homomorphism.

Proof. We define Σ'β = {ar = poa \ a e Σe (as in 2.7)}. Since
Qa'β'iQ) = P°9aβ(Q), we see that Σ'e satisfies 3.42. Conversely, if Zr

has an LTCr structure and h is a Cr map, then Σ'e is a set of local
Cr sections in I: ZχXe—+ M.

4.13. COROLLARY. Let Z and Zf be LTCr groupoids over M,
and p: Z' —> Zf a Cr homomorphism such that p — identity map.
ker h ~ {Φ e Z: p(Φ) ~ Yee e Z'} is a closed normal subgroup in Zee.
There are unique LTCr groupoid structures on Z/ker p and p{Z),
such that the canonical maps π, pf and i are Cr homomorphisms;

Z-^Z/kev h -^-> h(Z) - ^ Z1 .

4.14. COROLLARY. Let p m Z—* Z' and p'-.Z—^Z" be Cr homo-
morphisms such that p and pr are the identity maps. Suppose the
restrictions of p and pf to Zee (denoted by pe and p[ respectively)
commute with a Lie group homomorphism p": Z'ee—> Z"e, i.e. p7°pe~
p[. Then p" has a unique extension to a Cr homomorphism p"\ Zr —>
Z" such that p" o p — pf.

Proof. ΨgP G Z' may be written as the composition ρ(Φqe)oΛeeop(Γep).
We define p"{Ψ'qp) = p'(Φqβ)°ρ'.'(Λβ.)°f/(Γβp) and note that the result is
independent of the particular choice of Φqe and Γep. Then p" has the
desired properties.

We next consider representations of LTCr groupoids, as defined
below.

4.2. DEFINITION. A Cr representation of Z on E is defined to
be a Cr homomorphism p: Z—> A(E), such that p: M —* M is the
identity map.

There are two notions of equivalence which are of interest in
connection with groupoid representations. One of these, called weak
equivalence involves maps between fiber bundles which may not be
admissible.
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4.3. D E F I N I T I O N . Given h\E —*Ef (see 1.45) we define A(h)(Φqp) —

hq°Φqpoh~\ for Φqpe A(E). h is called weakly admissible if and only
if A(h) sends A(E) into A{Er).

We remark that if h is weakly admissible then
4.31. A(h): A(E) —> A(E') is a groupoid isomorphism.
4.32. he: Ee —> E'β is admissible implies that hp is admissible for

all peM.
Bundle maps are related to groupoid isomorphism in the following

theorem.

4.4. THEOREM. If he: Ee~-~* E[ is admissible (resp. weakly ad-
missible) and A(he) extends to a Cr isomorphism H: A(E) —» A(E'),
then he has a unique extension to a Cr bundle map (resp. Cr weakly
admissible map) h\E~~+Ef such that A(h) = H.

Proof. We define hq = H(Φqβ)°hβ°φ-ϊ for some Φqee(A(E))qe and
note that hq is independent of the choice of Φqe.

As an application of 4.4 we obtain the following corollary, relating
to the construction in 3.4. (Assume G is isomorphic to Zee.)

4.41. COROLLARY. The set of Cr principal G bundles ZΣ obtained
via 3.4 modC r bundle equivalence is in one to one correspondence
with the cosets in Aut Zee/Ext (Z, Zee)olnt Zeβ, where AutZee is the
set of Lie group automorphisms of Zee, Int Zee is the group of inner
automorphisms in Aut Zee, and Ext (Z, Zee) is the group of automor-
phisms in Aut Zee that extend to Cr automorphisms of Z, leaving M
pointwise fixed.

Proof. For JeAutZeey there is a Cr bundle equivalence h:Zj—>
ZJQI if and only if there exists Φ e Zee such that A(JoLφ) e Ext (Z, Zββ),
where Lφ is left composition by Φ. A(JoLφ) — SoJί where S sends
Γ e Zee into J{Φ)Γ(J{Φ)Y\ so S e Int Zee.

Let p and p' be Cr representations of Z on E and Ef respectively.
h:E—>E' is an equivalence (resp. weak equivalence) for p and pf if
and only if h is admissible (resp. weakly admissible) and A(h)op — p'm

4.5. THEOREM. An equivalence, h, for p and p' as above is a
Cr bundle map.

Proof. We apply Theorem 4.1 to show that A(h) is a Cr isomor-
phism, then theorem 4.4 shows that h is a Cr bundle map.

The representation p is said to be equivalent to p\ written p = p\
if and only if there is an equivalence h:E-+Ef for p and pr. p is
said to be weakly equivalent to p\ written p ~ p\ if and only if
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there is a weak equivalence for p and p'. The relations = and ~
are equivalence relations in the usual sense.

In the special case M — {e}, a groupoid Z over M is just a group.
The definitions for groupoid representations and equivalences then
yield a theory of group representations, as illustrated below.

Let Y — Cn and G = U(n) — the n x n unitary matrices. Then
the fiber bundle, E over {e}, may be regarded as an ^-dimensional
Hubert space, and a Cr representation of Z on E as a unitary repre-
sentation. If E' is another Cr fiber bundle over {β}, with group U(n)
and fiber Cn, then h: E—+ Ef is admissible if and only if h is a unitary
map of E onto £ " (regarding E and ϋ?' as Hubert spaces). Hence a
representation equivalence is a unitary equivalence in the usual sense.
We note that an antilinear map is weakly admissible, so a represen-
tation of Z on E is weakly equivalent to its dual.

Accordingly, the group G of the bundle plays an important role
in the representation theory, in determining the nature of the repre-
sentations allowed, and in the equivalence of the representations.

Returning to the general case, let p and pr be Cr representations
of Z on E and Έ? respectively. The restrictions of p and ρf to Z^
(denoted by pe and p'e respectively) define representations on Ee and
E[ respectively. The following result shows that p is essentially
determined by pe.

4.6. THEOREM, p ~ p' if and only if ρe ~ ρ'e. p ~ p' if and
only if ρe~ ρr

e.

Proof. A representation equivalence he: Ee —* E'e for pe and p'e
extends to a representation equivalence for p and pr as follows. A(he)
extends to the Cr isomorphism H: A(E) -* A(E') by 4.14, and H
defines an extension h of he by 4.4, having the desired properties.
The proof for weak equivalence is similar.

Next, we see that any Cr representation pe: Zee —-> A(Ee) extends
in a natural way to a Cr representation p: Z —> A(Ef), where Ef is
constructed from Z and pe.

Suppose Ee is a fiber bundle over {e}, with group G and fiber Y,
and that ρe is a Cr representation of Zee on Ee. We define

Ef — {ZMXe x Ee}/~ ,

where (Φqe, v) — (¥qei w) if and only if pe{Ψ^^Φqe)v = w. Regarding
ZMXe as a principal Ze e bundle, JE" is simply the associated bundle.
The projection π is given by π(Φqβ, v) = q. The map Ee —* JS'/; v —> lββ, v,
identifies £7e with ΐ7/. The following result is easily verified.
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4.7. THEOREM. The map ρr, ρ'(ΦPq)(Φqβ, v) = (ΨPq Φqe, v), is a
Cr representation of Z on E\ and the restriction pf

e = pr \Zee is
equivalent to pe.

4.71. REMARK. If p" is another extension of ρe to a Cr repre-
sentation of Z on E", then by 4.6 p" ~ p', and by 4.5 E' and E"
are equivalent as Cr fiber bundles.

We next present an example relating groupoid representations to
the notion of "natural fiber bundles of order k" introduced by Nijenhuis.

4.72. EXAMPLE. Let Pk = Pk(M) be the bundle of ^-frames on
a C°° manifold, M, as defined in [4], Then there is a natural map
(left composition) L: Lk—+A(Pk), where Lk = the groupoid of invertible
k-jets of C°° maps of M into itself. We give L the unique LTCr

structure such that L"1 is a Cr isomorphism. Then L is a Cr repre-
sentation of Lk on P \ Let p be a Cr representation of Lk on E.
The subgroupoid p(Lk) S A(E) defines a reduction of the group of E.
If we assume the group of E has been reduced so that ρ(Lk) = A(E)
and ignore the LTCr structure on Lk, then p may be regarded as a
natural fiber bundle of order k as defined by Nijenhuis in [7]. The
author feels that in view of the results obtained in this paper and
the motivation given in [7] for defining "natural bundles", that a
natural fiber bundle of order k should be defined as a Cr representation
of Lk.

Next, we examine equivalences and weak equivalences of repre-
sentations from another point of view.

4.8. DEFINITION. We define G~ — {Φ: Y—>Y\Φ is bijective, and
Φ and Φ~x are Cr maps, and ΦGΦ*1 — G}.

The following conclusions are easily verified.
4.81. G s G~, ΦeG" defines an automorphism of G by Γ e G —*

φoΓ°Φ~\
4.82. h: E —> Er is weakly admissible if and only if Ψ~ιohp°φp e,G~

for admissible maps Ψp and φp, for all p in M.
Let ρe: Zee —> A(Ee) be a Cr homomorphism, and i: Y—+Ee be a

weakly admissible map (i.e. i induces a Cr isomorphism I:G—*A(Eβ),
I(φ) = i~ιoφoi, and i and ί"1 are Cr maps). We define

4.81. {pe} — {I~1oρe I % admissible}
4.82. [pe] = {I~xope\i is weakly admissible}.

The following is easily verified.

4.83. THEOREM. pe = p'e if and only if {ρe} = {ρ'e} and ρe — pr

e

if and only if [pe] = [p'e].
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4.9. DEFINITION. A Cr representation p of Z on E is called
transitive if and only if

4.91. p(Zβ.) = A.β(E)
4.92. G acts transitively on Y.
The classification of transitive Cr representations of Z given by

4.93 and 4.94 applies to the theory of geometric objects for Z — Lk,
and is well known in that application (cf. [6]).

4.93. THEOREM. Suppose p and pf are transitive Cr repre-
sentations of Z on E and Er respectively. Let Gy be the isotropy
group at y e Y. Then {(I"1 o p^~\Gy)} = {H} is a conjugacy class of
closed subgroups of Zee, independent of y. If {Hj} is the corre-
sponding class of subgroups for p'y then p ~ pf if and only if {Hi} —

Proof. {pe} is just the conjugacy class of I~1ope under inner
automorphism of G. Φ o Gy o φ-1 = Gφy for all ΦeG~, so p ~ p'
implies that {H} = {Hfi by 4.6 and 4.83. If {H,} = {#;}, choose
admissible maps i and j so that H% — Hj. Then F = J~xop'eopj1 oI:G—»
G is a C r isomorphism (assuming ker/9e = I e e, otherwise replace Z by
Zfker ρβ)9 and ^ ( G J = Gy. Then F induces a map FΊ Y-+Y (via
the identification G/Gy ~ Y), and joFΌi-1: Ee —> £7/ is the desired
weak equivalence for ρe and $ . Hence /9 ~ pr by 4.6.

A subgroup Hi obtained as in 4.93 contains no nontrivial normal
subgroup in Zee, since G acts effectively on Y. Suppose H is a closed
subgroup of Zee containing no nontrivial normal subgroups of Zee.
Then define E = Zj/H (see 3.4) where J is a Lie group isomorphism
G~+Zee. We then obtain the result.

4.94. THEOREM. The left composition L: Z —> A(Zj/H) is a
transitive Cr representation. The conjugacy class {H{} obtained for
L = p in 4.93 is the conjugacy class of H.

4.95. REMARKS. Taking H = lββ, we see that the "left regular"
transitive Cr representations L: Z —> A(Zχ), obtained in 3.4 and 3.5,
for various choices of I, are all weakly equivalent.

5. For any Cr manifold X, we define Π(X) = {σ: [0, 1] —X|<7
is continuous}/ ~ , where σ ~ τ if and only if a is homotopic to τ
with end points held fixed.

Assuming M is connected, Π(M) = Π is the fundamental groupoid
for M, with the natural composition of curves and LTCr structure.
Πee is the (discrete) fundamental group at e, usually written π^M, e),
and I: ΠMXe—>M is a universal covering of M.
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We obtain a universal covering groupoid, Z~, for a connected

LTCr groupoid, Z, over a connected Cr manifold, M. Let Z~ =

Πzxlee(Z) and M~ = ΠMxe(M). Then M~ may be regarded as a subset

of 2~, and we obtain the following result.

5.1. THEOREM. There is a natural LTCr groupoίd structure

for Z~, with Ixr: Z~ —+ M~xM~ defined by lxr(σ) = (io{j/^,ro(//-),

such that π: Z~ —* Z; π(σ) — o (l), is α C r homomorphίsm and

π/ZeZ: Z~β—*Zee makes Z~e the universal covering group of ZQ

ee (where

e e M~ is the identity curve at e, and Zle is the connected component

of lββ in Zee).

Proof. Let σ and τ be representative curves for σ/~ and r/—

in Z~. If r°σ~l°τ, then we can find new representatives, σ and

r, such that roσ = loτ, σ ~ σ and τ ^ τ (see [3, Ch. 3], Then the

composition, αor, is defined by α oτ(ί) = σ(t)oτ(t)Λ

5.2. THEOREM. Lβέ Z he a LTCr groupoid over a connected Cr

manifold M, and suppose that Zee is discrete. Then there is a unique

Cr homomorphism

δ:Π = Π(M) — Z ,

mapping Π onto the connected component of lee in Z.

Proof. Let σ~ be the unique lift of σgeeΠge to ZMXβ, starting

from lββ. Then define δ(σqe) = σ~(l), and extend δ as a homomorphism

to all of //.
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